Development and application of dual-fluorescence reporter systems for measuring specific nuclease activity based on SSA repair mechanism.
Reporter vector system has become an important method for measuring activity of specific nucleases because of its fast construction, simple modification, easy operation, economic effectiveness as well as its role in enriching positive cells with genomic modification through mediating screen of specific nucleases positive cells. After introducing double strand breaks (DSBs), a reporter system based on non-homologous end joining (NHEJ)-mediated repair can only repair maximally two thirds of reporter genes after optimization, while single strand annealing (SSA)-mediated repair can repair all reporter genes theoretically which has higher sensitivity and facilitates the detection of specific nuclease with low activity and provides an effective way to detect specific nuclease activity in genome modification studies. In this study, we designed and constructed three sets of dual-fluorescence reporter systems based on SSA repair mechanism and applied the mRFP-eGFP system in measuring the effective activity of three pairs of ZFNs, which was 8.9%, 9.3% and 5.0%, respectively. Our study provides an effective way to detect the activity of nucleases.